Beth-El Zedeck
North Memorials
Honoring our Traditions

“Jacob erected a monument on Rachel’s grave.”
(Genesis 35:20)
Since ancient times, custom has been to mark the
grave with a stone or a monument.
The monument or marker serves three purposes:
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Identifying the grave site for family and friends

11411 North Michigan Road
Zionsville, Indiana 46077



Honoring the memory of the deceased



Identifying a place of burial for priests, who must
avoid such as stated in Jewish law

Phone: 317-873-4776
Fax: 317-873-4876
E-mail: arn@arnmortuary.com
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The Basics

Sentiments

Beth-El Zedeck North Cemetery

The final decision for a monument is what sentiments
should be included. These can be above or below
the name of the person and can be written in
English, Hebrew or another language.

allows bronze markers with a granite backer.

Sample of sentiments in English only

Example of Bronze Marker
Sample of allowed granite color

Sample of sentiments in English and Hebrew

Once both pieces are complete, they are assembled on a
foundation at the grave site.

Sample of inset on a double marker
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Symbols

Single or Double Marker

Many monuments have appropriate symbols of Judaism incorporated in their design. There are many symbols to chose
from and more than one can be used.

The first consideration when choosing a monument is
whether it should be a single or double marker.

Symbol Examples and Meanings
Star of David
A symbol of divine protection.
Cohanim Hands
A symbol of the “Cohanim”, a
Jewish caste, by inheritance the
true priests. Used by Cohens,
Cohns, Cahans, Cowens, etc.
The Menorah
an ancient symbol of Judaism.

Single markers measure 2 ft x 1 ft
The Ewer or Levi Pitcher
A symbol associated with the
Levites, who wash priests’ hands
prior to religious services.

The Mosiac Decalogue
The Ten Commandments inscribed in abbreviated form on
two tablets.

Double markers measure 4 ft x 1 ft
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Borders

Accents

Another consideration when choosing a monument is what
kind of border should be around the edge of the bronze
marker. There are several different designs available.

Sample of Pebble Edge

Other options for a monument include accents. Accents can
be used in conjunction with other symbols or alone.
They can also be used to accent either side of the monument
or as a surround.

Sample of Pine Accent

Sample of Greek Key Edge

Sample of Dogwood Accent
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